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PREFACE
THIS paper originated in an informal conference between the authors at
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of examples of the electrical effects of different types of water motion in the
ocean," was circulated in May, 1952. Since then the paper has been revised
and extended to its present form.
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INTRODUCTION
THE purpose of this paper is to discuss the nature
of the electrical field induced in the ocean by
particular types of velocity distribution. It is
believed that these examples will be helpful in the
interpretation of measurements by towed elec-
trodes in the sea.
The electrical field induced by waves and tidal
streams, originally predicted by Faraday (1832),
was first measured experimentally by Young,
Gerrard and Jevons (1920),* who used both
moored and towed electrodes in their observations.
Recently, the technique of towed electrodes has
been developed by von Arx (1950, 1951) and
others into a useful means of detecting water
movements in the deep ocean. While the method
has been increasingly used, the problem of inter-
preting the measurements in terms of water move-
ments has become of great importance. Two of the
present authors have made theoretical studies
(Longuet-Higgins 1949, Stommel 1948) dealing
with certain cases of velocity fields, and Malkus
and Stern (1952) have proved some important
integral theorems. There seems, however, to be a
need for a more extended discussion of the prin-
ciples underlying the method, and for the compu-
tation of additional illustrative examples. This is
all the more desirable since some of the theoretical
discussions published previously have been mis-
leading.
A fundamental diffculty is that the electrical
field at any point depends not only on the local
water velocity, but also on the electrical current-
density, which is determined to a greater or less
extent by the whole velocity field. Thus it is
generally impossible to deduce the velocity at the
surface from measuremen ts of the electrical field
taken only at the surface. However, such measure-
ments may provide very useful information when
taken in conjunction with other observations; and,
* Tidally induced potentials had previously been noticed
in submarine telegraph cables; for references see Longuet-
Higgins (1949).
in some cases when the form of the streams is
known (e.g., if it is known that they are mainly
confined to a shallow surface layer), a more or less
accurate estimate of the surface velocity can be
made. In this paper we attempt to evaluate the
degree of uncertainty involved in such estimates,
by computing the electrical potential in specific
cases and comparing it with the actual surface
veloci ty.
We begin, in Chapter I, by giving an account
of the principle of induction, with simple circuit
analogies to illustrate the relation between
observations by stationary and moving electrodes,
in moving water. The theory of towed electrodes
is set out in detaiL. Next, in Chapter 2, we give a
qualitative discussion of an important practical
case - that of an infinitely extended stream of
finite width in water of uniform depth. The in-
fluence of the conductivity of the bottom and of
variations in water velocity with depth are roughly
evaluated. In Chapter 3 we give the field equa-
tions necessary for an exact analysis, and discuss
two-dimensional motion in particular. In Chapters
4, 5 and 6 we work out some particular solutions
for the cases of a sinusoidal stream, and streams of
rectangular and elliptical cross-section, respec-
tively. The solution for the rectangular section is
of special interest, since it can be used to build up
the solution for a stream of arbitrary cross-section,
to any degree of approximation. Chapter 7 deals
with the field induced by sea waves, and of the
effect of the magnetic field on them. Fluctuations
of the velocity or of the magnetic field with time,
and variations in the electrical conductivity of the
oceans are considered in Chapter 8. The con-
clusions are summarised in Chapter 9.
Parts of the paper (for example Chapters I
and 2) are mainly expository, and may serve as an
introduction to the subject. For those not wishing
to go into the mathematical details of the solutions,
a general picture will be provided by Chapters I,
2, 8 and 9.
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1. GENERAL PRINCIPLES
1.1 FARADAY'S LAW OF INDUCTION
Suppose that a simple closed circuit C moves
in the presence of a magnetic field II (see Figure i).
By Faraday's law of induction an electromotive
force (e.m.f.) is induced in C equal to minus the
H
FIGURE I
rate of change of magnetic flux through C. This
change of flux may be due to either of two causes:
a variation of the magnetic field with time, or the
movement of the circuit. It will be supposed in
the following that H is constant (whether this is
permissible in the case of the Earth's magnetic
field will be considered later). Then the rate of
change of flux through C is due solely to the motion
of C in the field, and is equal to the rate at which
H
~~~ydt
~~~
::";
",'dS
FIGURE 2
elements of the circuit are, on the whole, cutting
lines of magnetic flux. Now an element ds of the
circuit, moving with velocity v, in a short time
dt sweeps out an area whose projection in the
direction of II is (vdt /\ ds) . H (see Figure 2).
This equals - v 1\ II . ds dt, so that the rate of
cutting of lines of magnetic flux by the circuit
element ds is - v 1\ II . ds, and the total e.mJ. E
developed in the circuit C is the integral of
v /\ II . ds taken round C:
E =1 v 1\ II . ds
G
1.1.1
Thus an alternative expression of Faraday's
law is to say that at each point in space the motion
induces an e.mJ. per unit distance represen ted by
the vector v 1\ II. This vector is perpendicular to
v and II, and is proportional to both v, H and the
sine of the angle between them.
In the case of a simple wire circuit C the e.m.f.
induced in the wire would cause a current I to flow
such that
E = RI, 1.1.2
where R is the resistance of the wire. In the case
of continuous media we suppose that there is an
electrical curren t-density i such that the circu-
lation of pi round any circuit C just equals the
circulation of the e.mJ. v /\ II (p being the elec-
trical resistivity). In other words the circulation
of (v /\ II - pi) round C vanishes.
o
p
FIGURE 3
It follows that we may define an electrical
potential cp, at each point P in space,~~as the
integral of (v 1\ II - pi) along any path from a
fixed poin tOto the po in t P:
cp (P) = lP (v /\ H - pi) . ds.
a
The path of integration is arbitrary; for if CI and C2
are any two paths from 0 to P (see Figure 3) the
integral round the closed circuit consisting of Ci
and -C2 is zero; the integral along C2 therefore
equals the in tegral along Ci. From i. 1.3 we have also
V cp = v /\ II - pi . 1. 1.4
The potential cp is the same as would be meas-
ured by a stationary potentiometer connected
1. 1.3
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between 0 and P. For suppose this to consist of an
external wire circuit C' (see Figure 4) which con-
tains a cell of voltage E' so adjusted as to reduce
the curren t in C' to zero. If C is any circui t from 0
o
p
FIGURE 4
to P through the fluid, the total e.m.f. developed
in the circuit C and - C' is
I v 1\ II . ds - E', 1. 1. 5c-c'
and this must equal
l pi. ds. 1.1.6
Jc_c'
But on C' both v and i vanish. Hence on equating
1.1.5 and 1.1.6 we have
E'= I (v 1\ II - pi) . ds = cp(P). 1.1.7
c
It is essential to this argument that the po-
tentiometer be stationary. If on the other hand
the potentiometer circuit is in motion with
velocity v', then the contribution to 1.1.5 from
C' does not vanish and we find
E'= cp(P)- i v' A H . ds. 1.1.8
c'
By taking P suffciently close to 0 we might
obtain a measure of the potential gradient at O.
For then we have for the stationary electrodes
E' = cp(P) - cp(O) = V cp . OP 1.1.9
(to first order in OP). For the moving electrodes
we should obtain
E'=(Vcp - v' A II) . OP, 1.I.O
so that the apparent gradient mèasured would be
V cp - v' AIl. 1. 1. II
It should be noticed, however, that v' A II is
not necessarily the gradient of a potential function
as was incorrectly assumed by von Arx in Section 3
of his 1950 paper.
1.2 EXAMPLES
(a) Imagine a conducting rod AB of length L
moving horizontally at right angles to itself, with
velocity V, say, and let there be a uniform mag-
netic field of strength directed vertically upwards
(see Figure 5). Then an e.mJ. will be induced in
AB, of magnitude VH per unit distance and di-
rected from left to right as one faces in the direc-
tion of motion. Suppose the ends of the rod are
connected to a stationary potentiometer P by a
rectangular circuit BCDA, as in Figure 5. The
sides BC and DA of the rectangle are not cutting
any lines of magnetic flux, and CD is stationary.
Since no electric current flows, the voltage meas-
ured by P is simple VHL.
p
A
FIGURE 5
(b) Suppose now that the potentiometer,
instead of being stationary, moves horizontally
with the same velocity as AB. The e.mJ. induced
in CD will just balance that induced in AB, and
P will record zero voltage.
(c) Now let the potentiometer be stationary
as in example (a), but suppose that the ends of the
rod are made to move along two parallel con-
ducting rails in electrical contact with one another
as in Figure 6. If the resistance Ri of the external
path is low compared with R, the system will be
p
R,
FIGURE 6
short-circuited: a current I wil flow in AB
(returning through Ri) which wil reduce the
voltage between A and B to zero. The additional
voltage produced by the current must therefore
be - VHL. If the ratio Ri/R is at first large and
then decreases to zero the voltage recorded by P
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wil gradually fall from its maximum value VEL
to zero.
(d) Assume the same arrangement as in (c) but
with the potentiometer in motion as in (b). The
rate at which the circuit ABCD is cutting lines of
magnetic force is, on the whole, zero. But a
current I still flows in AB. Thus when Ri/R is
small the potentiometer records a voltage -VEL,
. the negative of the voltage measured in example
(a). Again, if Ri/R gradually decreases to zero, the
voltage will gradually increase (in absolute magni-
tude) from 0 to - VEL.
(e) In examples (a) to (d) the moving rod may
be replaced by a uniform stream of water moving
in a long channel of rectangular cross-section and
width L; the external path may be replaced by the
walls of the channel (see Figure 7). If the walls of
FIGURE 7
the channel are nonconducting, the potential
difference between the sides of the channel will be
J7HL, if measured by a stationary potentiometer,
or zero if measured by a potentiometer moving
with the fluid. If on the other hand the walls of the
channel are perfectly conducting the stationary
potentiometer will measure zero voltage, and the
moving potentiometer - VHL.
¡¡
H
r p
FIGURE 8
(f) The Faraday disc. Suppose a conducting
circular disc spins about a vertical axis, in the
:presence of a vertical magnetic field (see Figure 8).
9
The vector v A H is now directed radially out-
wards from the centre of the disc. However, be-
cause of the circular symmetry, no electrical cur-
rent wil normally be able to flow. Let a stationary
H
I V
v~/ ~v
V
FIGURE 9
potentiometer be connected between the centre of
the disc and its circumference (where there must
be a brush or sliding contact). If a is the radius
and w the angular velocity of the disc, a voltage E',
given by
E'= fa wr H dr = l wa2E, 1.2.1
o
will be recorded. This voltage could be entirely
short-circuited by electrical contact between the
rotating disc and a parallel, stationary disc of
high conductivity. If the potentiometer were made
to rotate with the moving disc, but without any
connection to the stationary disc, the voltage
measured would again be zero; but if the external
connections were made, the measured voltage
would be -l wa2H.
(g) In the previous example the disc may be
replaced by a whirlpool or vortex, with circular
symmetry about a vertical axis. If the vortex
extends uniformly in the vertical direction there
will be a potential difference (with regard to sta-
tionary electrodes) between points at different
distances from the axis; but if the current is only
very shallow in relation to its radius, and if the
water below is stationary, much of this voltage
may be short-circuited; this would be expected, for
example, in the case of a shallow Ekman current.
(h) Imagine a circular wire circuit expanding
radially in all directions in the presence of a magnetic
field parallel to its axis of symmetry (Figure 9).
The induced e.m.f. will be everywhere along the
circuit. There will be no hindrance to the flow of
electric current, which wil therefore reduce the
measured potential to zero.
(i) The comparable case for a continuous me-
dium would be that of flow outwards from a line
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source, or of a symmetrical upwelling (see Figure
10). The electrical current-density would circulate
freely round the axis, and the measured potential
gradient would be zero.
H
I
FIGURE 10
1.3 THE METHOD OF TOWED ELECTRODES
Suppose two electrodes A and B are towed in
line behind a ship (Figure ii). Let the velocity of
the water be v, assumed to be the same for both
the ship and the electrodes. Then the direction of
the vector AB joining the electrodes may be ex-
V.+V
I
B
Vi
r
A
FiGURE II
pected to be the same as that of the velocity Vi of
the ship relative to the velocity of the water; this
is given by
Vi=Vp+Vw 1.3.1
where vp is the velocity due to the ship's propellors
(which may be estimated) and Vw the additional
velocity due to the wind (windage). The absolute
velocity of the ship is
v + Vi 1.3.2
which, if a steady state has been reached, will also
be the absolute velocity of the electrodes. If the
electrodes were stationary the voltage between
them would be simply that due to the potential
gradient in the direction of the electrodes, i.e.,
Vcp' AB. 1.3.3
However, since the system is in motion with
velocity v + Vi, the actual voltage recorded is, by
1. 1. 10,
LV cp - (v + vi)J . AB. 1.3.4
But since AB is parallel to Vi we have
Vi /\ H . AB = 0, 1.3.5
that is to say, the electrode-line itself is cutting no
lines of magnetic flux by virtue of being towed
through the water. Thus the voltage measured is
LVCP - v A HJ. AB, 1.3.6
which is independent of the towing-velocity Vi
(except in so far as this determines the direction
of AB). Since
V cP = v A II - pi 1.3.7
the above may also be written
- pi . AB. 1.3.8
The electrodes therefore measure, in efect, the com-
ponent of the electrical current-density - pi in the
direction of the electrode-line AB.
Now in many cases the potential gradient is
completely short-circuited, as for example in
Section 1.2 (b), (d), (e), (h) and (i). We then have
V cP = 0 1.3.9
and so
pi = v A II.
The voltage recorded is therefore
- v A II . AB,
1.3.10
1.3. ii
and is a direct measure of the component of
velocity at right-angles to the electrode-line.
Although this case may be regarded as normal
for currents in the deep ocean, it is essential to
consider under what conditions l7 cP may be
expected to vanish, and what errors will be intro-
duced when these conditions are not exactly
satisfied. This will be done in later Sections.
It will be convenient to consider here one or
two errors that may be introduced when the con-
ditions are different from those assumed.
Variation of water velocity with depth. Suppose
the water velocity varies with depth in such a way
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that the effective water velocity for the ship is
different from the velocity v for the electrodes.
Suppose the water velocity for the ship is v + V2,
so that the absolute velocity of the ship and of the
electrodes is v + Vi + V2. The vector AB may be
expected to be parallel to Vi + V2 which is the
velocity of the ship relative to the water velocity
for the electrodes. Hence all the previous equations
are valid if only Vi is replaced by Vi + V2. The
direction of AB will be slightly altered; but the
measured voltage will still depend only on the
velocity v and the current-density i in the neigh-
bourhood of the electrodes.
Defection of the electrode-line. Suppose that the
electrode-line AB, instead of being parallel to
Vi + V2, makes an angle with this direction (in a
horizontal plane). Such an effect might be pro-
duced, for example, by a wind W acting at right-
angles to the electrode-line (see Figure 12). Then
V'+V2
A
1
FIGURE 12
the direction of the measured component of poten-
tial gradient will again be slightly different; and
there will also be a contribution from the term
-(V2 + vi)A II . AB. 1.3.12
'The magnitude of this term is
VoHz . AB sin 0, 1.3.13
where Vo is the absolute value of Vi + V2 and H.
is the vertical component of II. The voltage acts
in the same sense as that which would be produced
by a water velocity
Vo tan 0 1.3.14
II
flowing across the electrodes In the same sense
as the deflecting wind.
Similarly if the cable droops, so that A is lower
than B by an amount AB sin 0', a signal will be
recorded from the horizontal component of field
Hz, and will be of magnitude Vo Hz sin 0'.
General Case. We shall now discuss the general
case where the water velocity varies horizontally
and is not necessarily steady. The following
analysis might apply, for example, to small eddies
or to waves where length was not large compared
with the electrode-separation AB.
If, in Figure II, the ship and electrodes were
stationary, the measured e.m.f. between them
would be
cp(B) - cp(A) =IB (v A II - pi) . ds. 1.3.15
A
The motion of the cables induces an additional
e.mJ.
- f v' A II . ds, 1.3.16AP + PB
the above integral being taken along the electrode
cables. But between Band P the two cables follow
the same paths though they are opposite in di-
rection. Therefore 1.3.16. reduces to
- I v' A II . ds 1.3.17AB
and the measured e.m.f. E' is
E' = IB (v A II - pi) . ds - IB v' A II . ds.A A
1.3.18
Now in general v'is different from v, but if, as the
cable is trailed through the water, it has no trans-
verse motion relative to the water we shall have
v' = v + v"
where v" is parallel to ds and so
v' A II . ds = v A II . ds,
1.3.19
1.3.20
since v" ¡\ II . ds vanishes, or in other words the
component of v" A II along the cable contributes
nothing to the rate at which it is cutt,ing lines of
magnetic flux. From 1.3+ and 1.3.6. we have
E' = - fB pi. ds 1.3.21
A
the path of integration being along the cable. In
the case when all the induced e.mJ. is short-
circuited we have
pi=vAII 1.3.22
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and so
E' = - fB V A II . ds
A
If the cable is deflected by wind, as in Figure 12,
or if the path of the cable is curved, as in Figure 13,
the cable may have a small transverse component
relative to the water. In place of equation 1.3.19.
we have, in general
vl= v + v" + V"',
1.3.23
1.3.24
The additionalwhere V"' is perpendicular to ds.
e.m.f. due to v'ii is given by
- fB v"' A H . ds.A
The extent of this "side-slipping" might be meas-
ured by towing the electrodes in a full circle, first
clockwise and then an ti-clockwise.
1.3.25
A
FIGURE 13
2. A LONG, STRAIGHT STREAM: QUALITATIVE TREATMENT
WE shall now consider some simple ideal cases
of ocean currents, and investigate by rough
physical reasoning the effect of the conductivity
of the sea bed, and other factors, on the electrical
potentiaL. The methods used will mostly be
approximate; some exact solutions are given later,
in Chapters 4-6.
012 0/2
FIGURE 14. The electrical current-density due
to Hz (sketch only).
2. I THE EFFECT OF A CONDUCTING SEA BED
Suppose that the water velocity is everywhere
horizontal and parallel to the y-axis, and that
its strength is independent of y. Let the depth of
water be h, and let the resistivity of the water and
of the "sea bed" be p and p', respectively. It wil
be assumed for the purpose of the discussion that
both p and p' are uniform, though this may be
far from true in the case of the actual ocean floor.
However, it may certainly be assumed that p, ,p'.
Consider first the case when a rectangular block
of water of width D (D"? "?h) moves parallel to the
y-axis with uniform velocity V, the remaining
water being at rest (see Figure 14).
Assuming the magnetic field II to be uniform,
we may consider separately the potentials induced
by the three components Hz, Hy and Hz. The
magnetic component Hy, being parallel to the
water velocity, induces no electrical field. In this
and the following section we shall consider the
field due to the vertical component Hz; the field
due to Hz wil be considered in Section 2.3.
Hz will induce a horizontal e.mJ. acting from
left to right (see Figure 14), which will tend to
cause an electric current to flow from left to right
through the water, with a return current back
through the sea bed. The system is analogous to
the wire circuit shown in Figure 15, which consists
of a cell of voltage E and internal resistance Ri
connected in series to an external resistor Re. The
voltage E corresponds to the total induced e.mJ.
across the circuit, i.e. VHzD; the internal resist-
ance R¡ is of the order of pDjh; and, assuming that
the electric current spreads downwards into the
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"sea bed" to a depth comparable with the width
of the current, the external resistance is of the
order of plD/D, or p'. Thus
E ro VEzD; Rt ro pD/h; Re ro p'. 2.i.
The total current I flowing round the circuit of
Figure isis
E1= Rt+Re 2.1.2
and the poten tial difference between A and B i~
E
cp(A) - cp(B) = I Re = R /R 2.1.3I + t e
Hence the poten tial difference between A and B
in Figure 14 is given (to an order of magnitude) by
VHD
cp(A) - cp(B) '" I + pD/p'h 2.1.4
and the horizon tal componen t of poten tial gradien t
is given by
cp(A) - cp(B)
D
VHz
I + pD/p'h
2.1.5
Thus the effect of the conductivity of the sea bed
depends upon the ratio
RjR. ro pD/p'h. 2.1.6
When this ratio is small, the conductivity of the
sea bed has little effect and the sea bed can be
regarded as an insulator; when it is large, the
potential gradient is effectively short-circuited by
the sea bed; and when it is of order unity the
potential gradient depends critically on the sea-
bed conductivity.
Let us consider some practical examples:
(a) The English Channel (see Longuet-Higgins,
1949). The resistivity of. the water is nearly
uniform, on account of the high degree of mixing,
and has a mean value of about 25 ohm-cm. On
the other hand the resistivity of the rocks beneath
the sea bed is highly variable. In the uppermost
sediments the resistivity can be expected to be
nearly the same as that of the water; but at lower
levels, the resistivity, if equal to that of crystalline
rocks, may be as much as 106 ohm-cm. Thus the
ratio p/ p' may vary, so far as can be estimated,
between I and 2'5 x 10-5. Now for most sections
of the English Channel the ratio of the width D to
the mean depth h is of the order of 103. Hence the
ratio pD/p'h may lie anywhere between 103 and
0'025. Thus the potential gradient due to tidal or
other streams cannot be accurately predicted; it
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becomes more useful to find a value of p' from the
observed potential gradients.
Measurements by Cherry and Stovold (1946)
on submarine telephone cables have shown that
R.
,
A B
Rc
FIGURE 15
there is a considerable potential gradient across
the English Channel which can lie between 17 and
71 per cent of the maximum mean potential
gradien t. Values for p', deduced from the above
observations, lie between 1'3 x 104 and 2'7 x 104
ohm-cm (see Longuet-Higgins, 1949).
(b) Currents in the deep ocean. The conduc-
tivity of the different layers in the bed of the deep
ocean is also little known. Let us assume that the
effective conductivity over the regions concerned
is of the same order as for the English Channel, so
that the ratio of the conductivities of the water
and of the sea bed is of the order of 10-3. If the
depth of water is, say, 3 km, it appears that the
conductivity of the sea bed will be of importance
only if the width of the current considered is of the
order of 3,000 km. For a narrow current such as
the Gulf Stream, for example, the effect of the
sea bed conductivity is probably negligible (in
contrast to the English Channel, where it is
critically important). However for very broad
currents, if they exist, the conductivity may be
importan t.
In the English Channel the tidal stream
velocity is not, of course, uniform with depth (in
the Straits of Dover the mean velocity is about
0.83 times the surface velocity; see Longuet-
Higgins, 1949). In the deep oceans the difference
between mean velocity and surface velocity may
be much greater. We shall now consider the effect
of variation of water velocity with depth.
~J
~
~
1
.;
~',
2.2 THE EFFECT OF A VERTICAL VARIATION OF
VELOCITY
Suppose now that the velocity V of the stream,
instead of being uniform, is a function of the
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vertical co-ordinate z. Consider the field due to
Hz' If the width D of the stream is large compared
to the depth h, the electrical current-density i will
be mainly horizontal, in the direction of the in-
duced e.mJ. and hence the equipotentiallines in
the ocean will be verticaL. Hence, in the water,
V cP is nearly horizontal and independent of the
depth. The horizontal component iz of the current-
density is found from equation 1.1.4:acp .
- = V(z) Hz - PZz, 2.2. I
ax
and hence the total current I is given by
fa fa acppI = piz dz = V(z) Hz dz - h -,2.2.2
- h - h aX
that is
(- aif)pI = h VHz - ax ' 2.2.3
where
v =! fa V(z) dz. 2.2.4
h -h
Thus the total current, and so the potential gradi-
ent, are the same as if the water moved with its
mean velocity V.
The circuit analogy of Section 2.1 may be
extended to this case also. Imagine the sea to be
divided into horizontal layers of infinitesimal
thickness dz, in each of which the velocity is
constant. The vertical component of field wil
induce in each layer a horizontal e.mJ. V(z)HzD.
The system .may be compared to a circuit of the
same kind as in Figure 15, except that the cell and
internal resistance Ri must now be replaced by a
number of cells connected in parallel, each of
strength V(z) HzD and of resistance pD/ dz (see
Figure 16). If CPAB denotes the potential differ-
ence between .d and B, the current flowing in each
cell is
dz
pD (CPAB- VHzD). 2.2.5
The total current I is given by
1= p~r-ah (CPAB- VH.D) dz
h ( -
= pD CPAB- VE,D). 2.2.6
This is the same as for a single cell of voltage
E = VH.D 2.2.7
and internal resistance
-I?; = pD/h 2.2.8
Thus I is given by
E1= -
Ri + Re
2.2.9
and the potential difference between .d and B by
- -EE - IR; = -
1+ R;/Re
2.2.10
Thus the induced potential is the same as if the
stream moved with its mean velocity V.
If the conductivity of the sea bed is relatively
high (pD/p'h ~~ I) the potential gradient will be
small; the current density i at the free surface
A 8
R.
FIGURE 16
(which is what is measured by towed electrodes)
will depend only on the surface stream velocity.
Suppose now that the conductivity of the sea
bed is low, so that I, the return electric current, is
negligible. Then we have from 2.2.6.
CPAB = PHzD.
The potential gradient is given by
acp -
- = VH.
ax
and the current-density iz by
acp -
piz = VH. - ax = (V - V) H.. 2.2.13
2.2.II
2.2.12
If the stream extends uniformly to the bottom,
V = V and piz = 0; the towed electrodes would
then record zero signal (from the vertical field, at
least). On the other hand the largest velocities in
ocean currents are usually confined to the surface,
so that V.... VO where Vo is the surface velocity.
In this case
acp -
- = VH..... VoH.,
ax
2.2.14
i.e. most of the induced e.m.f. is short-circuited,
not through the sea bed, but through the lower,
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relatively slow-moving, parts of the ocean itself.
We then have piz = Vo H. 2.2.15
very nearly, so that the towed electrodes give the
"expected" signaL. We may note that the con-
ductivity of the sea bed, so far as it has any effect,
tends to diminish the potential gradient and to
increase the current-density, making it more
nearly equal to the "expected" value.
Suppose that the streams extend uniformly
to a depth h' below the upper surface, with
strength Vo, and are zero below this depth (see
Figure 19). Then we have
v = Voh'lh 2.2.16
and
piz = VoH. (I - h'lh) 2.2.17
Thus the "expected" signal is reduced by a
relative amount h' I h, which is small when the
surface streams are very shallow.
Even if the velocity-distribution is not of
exactly the above form, but the velocities are
concentrated mainly near the upper surface, it is
sometimes convenient to define the equivalent
depth hequ of the streams by the equation
V = Vohequlh 2.2.18
so that piz is given in terms of Vo and hequ by
piz = Vo H. (I - hequlh). 2.2.19
1.3 THE FIELD DUE TO Hz.
The horizontal component of magnetic field
Hz will induce a vertical component of e.m.f. equal
to VHz (acting downwards). In the case con-
sidered in Section 2.2., where the streams extend
01.
FIGURE 17. The electrical current-density due
to Hz (sketch only).
for a width D, and may vary vertically. this will
produce a symmetrical circulation of current as
shown in Figure 17. Each half of the system may
15
be compared to a simple circuit similar to that of
Figure 16, where now
E"-VHzh, Ri"-pDlh, Re "- p'. 2.3.1
Since the resistances are of the same order as be-
fore, but the e.mJ. E is reduced by a factor (hiD)
(HzI H.), the electrical current I will also be
z
o A dx B
x
h VH. (V+dV)H.
o c
FIGURE 18
reduced by this factor, in general. When HzI H. is
of order unity, the factor is small, since hiD 0(0( i
by hypothesis.
Thus Hz will contribute little, in general, to the
horizontal electrical current-density or to the
horizon tal potential gradien t. It will however pro-
duce a vertical potential gradient equal, very
nearly, to VHz. This is approximately the gradient
that would be measured by a pair of electrodes
suspended, one below the other, in the water.
Suppose, however, that we are in a region
where the water velocity varies with x. In any
vertical line x = constant, there is a total e.mJ.
equal to VhHz acting vertically downwards (see
Figure 18). At a distance dx to the right the e.mJ.
equals (V + dV) hHz' The total circulation of
v A H round the circuit .d BCD in Figure 18
equals dV . hHz. This must equal the circulation
of pi round the same circuit. The contribution to
this circulation from the horizontal component iz is
p (iz) z= 0 dx 2.3.2Z = - h
and from the vertical component i. is
- JO (ai. dX) dz. 2.3.3
- h ax
Assuming the second term is not large compared
with the first, we see that
p (iz): ~ ~ h dx "- JV h Hz. 2.3.4
Thus the value of pi at the upper surface will
differ from that at the lower surface by an amount
of the order of h Hz dVI dx. If the velocity gradi-
ent dVldx is large, a strong horizontal component
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of current-density wil be recorded. At a disconti-
nuity in V, such as at the edge of the current in
Figure 19, i", is theoretically infinite.
2.4 CONCLUSIONS, AND SOME INTEGRAL
THEOREMS
To sum up, we shall consider the form of the
signal recorded by towed electrodes when the ship
crosses a stream of the form shown in Figure 19,
that is a stream of width D with sharply defined
edges, and of an equivalent depth h' which is small.
compared with the total depth h.
In Figure 20 the dotted line shows the actual
surface velocity as a function of the horizontal
0/2 L~
f h'v////////////r///////////Ah'
FiGURE 19. A cross-section of the rectangular
stream.
(i~)..lH.
._________ v_________.i v-v
(b) :
o 0/2
FIGURE 20. Form of the "apparent velocity"
as measured by towed electrodes at the surface,
when crossing the stream shown in Figure 19:
(a) the signal due to Hz, (b) the sign.al due to H",.
coordinate x. Thus the velocity equals Vo when
Ixl': Dj2, and equals zero when ixl ~ Dj2. The
signal due to the vertical component of magnetic
field is shown by the full line (a). It is a sym-
metrical curve which at the mid-point x = 0 lies
just below the line V = Vo; the departure from
the theoretical value at this point is roughly equal
to V (assuming that the sea-bed is effectively
non-conducting). Outside the area of the stream
the curve falls away to zero. The transition across
the edge of the stream, however, is not as abrupt
as the discontinuity in the actual velocity, since
the horizontal component of current-density,
which produces the signal, must always be con-
tinuous. At the discontinuity, the signal is about
half its value at the centre, since if an exactly
similar velocity-distribution were placed next to
the first, the signal at that point would be doubled
and become nearly (Vo - V), as at the centre of
the first stream.
The signal due to H", is shown in Figure 20
by the curve (b). It is anti-symmetrical about
the mid-point x = 0, since the corresponding
electrical curren t-densi ty is in opposite directions
on opposite sides of the stream. There is theor-
etically an infinity at the edges of the stream, but
in fact a slight smoothing of the actual velocity-
curve wil reduce it to a finite magnitude. In
general the order of magnitude of the signal is
Vo (h'jh) (Hr./H.).
The total signal is the sum of the two curves
(a) and (b); this wil lie slightly below curve (a)
on the left of the stream, and slightly above curve
(b) on the right. .
One property of the curves in Figure 20 may
be mentioned here. From equation 1.1.4 we have
òcp
òx
VH. - pi",. 2+1
Let this equation be integrated with respect to x
right across the current, i.e. from x = -X to
x = X where X - D/2~~ h. Since òØ/àz =
- pi., which is small there, we may write cp (x, z)
= cp", and so
cp",- cp _'" = fX VH. dx - fX pi", dx. 2+2
-x -x
Thus the area beneath the curve representing the
surface velocity Vs differs from the area beneath
the curve representing the "apparent velocity"
pi",/H. by an amount (cp",- cp _",)jH..
If the sea bed were effectively conducting, e.i. if
pjp'.:.: Xjh, 2+3
then cp",- cp _'" would tend to 0 as X tended to
infinity, and we should have
fCD VHz dx = fCD pi", dx, 2+4
-CD -co
i.e. the total areas beneath the two curves would
be equal. If, on the other hand, the sea bed is
effectively non-conducting, for which we must
have
p'jp ~~ Xjh, 2+5
then we may assume
fa pi",dz = 0
-h 2+6
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Therefore on integrating both sides of 2+2 with
respect to z from - h to 0 we have
h (cp",- cp _",) = fX fa VH. dx dz = THz 2+7
-x -h
or
cp",- cp- '" THz h'
where T denotes the total transport of the stream.
2+8
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Hence the difference in area between the two
curves in Figure 20 equals T/h. Of course, if X is
increased to such an extent that the inequality
2+ 5 were reversed, then the total area between
the two curves would vanish.
The theorem 2+8 was proved by Malkus and
Stern (1952). We have seen that its validity
depends on the conductivity of the sea bed being
negligible.
3. ANALYTICAL METHODS
3.1 FIELD EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The basic field equations are
V cp = v A H - pi 3.I.
(see equation 1.1.4) andV . i = O. 3.1.2
Equation 3.1.2 expresses the condition that no
electrical charge is created or destroyed in the
fluid. At a boundary or a surface of discontinuity
we have
(i. n J: = 0, 3.1.3
where n is the unit normal to the surface and the
suffxes I and 2 denote the two sides of the surface.
We have also the following equations:
(a) in the absence of magnetic material
V'I1 = 0; 3.1.4
(b) if the magnetic field associated with the in-
duced current-density i is small
V A H = 0; 3.1.5
(c) if the fluid is incompressible
V . v = 0; 3.1.6
(d) if the electrical conductivity is locally uniform
Vp = 0 3.1.7
(We may, however, allow surfaces of discontinuity
in v or p.)
On taking the divergence of both sides of 3.1.1
we have
Ii 2cp = V . (v A II - pi)
(H. V Av-v' VII)
- (p V . i - i . V p). 3.1.8
Using equations 3.1.2, 3.1.5, and 3.1.7 we have
V 2cp = II . V A v. 3.1.9
If the water velocity is irrotational, i.e. if
V A v = 0, 3.1.10
then cp satisfies Laplace's equation
V 2cp = O. 3.1.IJ
At a boundary we have from 3.1.2 and 3.1.3
( kn . (V cp - v A II) J: = 0, 3.i.2
where k = p-i, is the electrical conductivity. At
the surface of an insulator the above expression
is to vanish.
One consequence of the field equations may be
noted. On taking the curl of both sides of equation
3.1.1 we have
o = V A (v A II - pi)
and therefore
V A (pi) = V A (v A H)
=(H. Vv-v. VH)+(v V . H - II V v) 3.1.14
(see Weatherburn 1943, p. 9). Using 3.1.4 and
3.1.6 we have
V A (pi) = H . Vv - v . V II. 3.i.5
Thus, even when V H vanishes (H is uniform)
V /\ (pi) is not in general zero, so that pi and
v A II are not in general the gradien ts of poten tial
functions, although their difference is, by equation
3.1.1.
3.1.13
3.2 TWO-DIMENSIONAL MOTION
The solution is particularly simple when the
motion is two-dimensionaL. Let (x, y, z) be rec-
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tan gular coordinates, and suppose that the velocity
is independent of y, and has no component in the
y-direction. Thus
v = (u", 0, u.) = (ai/, 0, _ ai/), 3.2.1az ax
where i/ is the stream-function. It is convenient to
divide the magnetic field into two parts, one
parallel and one perpendicular to the y-axis:
H = I1i + I12 3.2.2
where
I1i = (0, Hy, 0), I12 = (H", 0, H.). 3.2.3
The parts of cp and i corresponding to I1i and I12
will be denoted by suffxes I and 2.
Consider first the field due to Hi. The induced
e.m.f. may be written
(ai/ ai/)vAIl = -Hy,O,-Hy = V (Hyi/).x az
This vector lies in the (x, z)-plane and is every-
where at right-angles to the stream-lines i/ =
constant. Further
pÌi=vAIIi- VCPi= V (Hyi/-cpi). 3.2.5
Now the field equation 3.1.9 and the boundary
condition 3.1.12, for CP,i, follow from the conditions
that V' Ìishall vanish (3.1.2) and that the normal
component ofii shall be continuous (3.1.3). These
conditions, and 3.2.5, are identically satisfied by
ii = 0, cpi = Hy i/, 3.2.6
which is therefore the solution. In other words the
e.mJ. is such that no electrical current flows, and
the stream-lines are all equipotential surfaces. In
particular, on each fixed boundary, which must
be a stream-line, the potential is constant, whether
or not it is the boundary of a perfect conductor.
Consider now the field due to I12. We have
v A I12= (0,- H" ai/ - Hz ai/, 0). 3.2.7ax az
This vector is always parallel to the y-axis, and
tends to make current flow in that direction.
Further, it is independent of y. Therefore, if there
are no boundaries hindering the path of the cur-
ren t, we have
. ( ai/ ai/)p12= 0,- H,,- - Hz -,0, CP2= o.ax z
In other words, the current flows freely, and the
potential gradient is reduced to zero. However,
not only must all the boundaries be two-dimen-
sional, but the current must be free to flow to
3.2.4
3.2.8
infinity in the y-direction. Whether this is true
will depend on the conditions of the problem. It
will be true if the total curren t demanded from
infinity is zero, i.e. if
J ¡ v 1\ H2 . dx dz = 0s
where S is the total area of the (x, z) plane in which
there is motion, or a typical part of the plane,
supposing the motion is periodic in space (as for
waves, see Section 7.1). If 3.2.9 is not satisfied
there may still be a free flow of current if there is
an external path for the current of suffciently low
resistance. For example, if the streams extend a
finite distance Y in the y-direction in water of
depth h, a suffcient condition is
3.2.9
Yjh ?? pljp 3.2.10
where p and p' are mean resistivities of the sea and
sea bed (compare Section 2.1). But in general,
when neither 3.2.9 nor 3.2.10 is satisfied, an addi-
tional current-density i2' must be superposed on
that given by 3.2.8.
3.3 A GENERALIZATION OF THE PREVIOUS
SOLUTION
The simplicity of the solution for two-dimen-
sional motion suggests a generalization. By the
equation of continuity 3.1.6 we may write in
general
v=-VA'¥
where 'I is a vector such that
3.3.1
V . 'I = 0 3.3.2
(see for example Weatherburn, 1943, p. 44). 'I is
the vector stream function of the motion. In the
case of two-dimensional flow we have simply
'I = (0, i/, 0), 3.3.3
where i/ (x, z) is the two-dimensional stream func-
tion. 'I can be regarded as determined by the
velocity field v. Since
VAv= VAVI\'¥
= - V (V . '1) + V 2 'I
V 2 '1, 3.3.4
a general expression for '1, assuming v to vanish
at infinity, is
'I (x, y, z) = - :7l X
JJJ V A v (Xl,yl, z') dxl dyl dzlL(x - X')2 + (y - y')2 + (z - Z')2J7l'
3.3.5
L
J
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the integral being taken over all space (see
Weatherburn, 1943, p. 45).
From 3.3.4 we 'see that the differential equation
for cP is
V 2cp = H . V 2ir. 3.3.6
If H is uniform, this may be written
V2x=0 3.3.7
where
x = cP - H . ir. 3.3.8
The boundary-condition at an insulator is
n' V cP = n . v A H = n . H A (V A '1). 3.3.9
But ifH is a constant vector we have identically
V (H . '1) = H . V '1 + H A (V A '1). 3.3.10
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Equation 3.3.9 may therefore be written
n' V cP = n' LV (H . ir) - H . V '¥J 3.3.II
or
n . V X = - n . V (H . V '1). 3.3.12
The problem is thus reduced to that of finding a
solution X of Laplace's equation 3.3.7 to satisfy
the boundary condition 3.3.12. The right-hand
side of 3.3.12 does not in general vanish, but when
it does so, as in the two-dimensional case we have
simply
X = 0 3.3.13
and so
cP = II . '1 = H1Ivl. 3.3.14
4. A STREAM WITH SINUSOIDAL PROFILE
4. I INTRODUCTION
In this and the two following Chapters we
shall give a precise determination of the electrical
field in three cases when the stream-velocity is
given by simple analytical expressions. These
examples wil not only serve to ilustrate the
general principles stated in Chapter 2, but will
also provide quantitative estimates of the different
anomalies that are to be expected.
As in Chapter 2 it is supposed that the stream-
velocity v (x, z) is everywhere parallel to the
y-axis, (x, y, z) being rectangular coordinates,
and z being measured vertically upwards from the
"sea surface." p and p' denote the resistivities
of the "sea" and "sea bed" respectively, which
for simplicity are assumed to be uniform. From
3.1.9 the field equation for the potential is then
V 2.. = H avy _ H avy'+ z ax Z az 4.1.1
in the "sea" and
V 2cp = 0 4.1.2
in the "sea bed."
In the present Chapter we shall suppose that
the velocity v is given by
_ f V cos o/x, 0 ? z ? - h',V1l - to, - h' ? z? - h, 4.1.3
where h is the total depth, that is, the velocity is
confined to a layer of depth h' in the upper part
of the sea, being zero below this depth, and the
velocity varies sinusoidally across the stream.
The field due to Hz has been previously evaluated
and partly discussed by Stommel (1948). We shall
also evaluate the field due to Hz and give a more
complete discussion.
4.2 THE FIELD DUE TO Hz
If CPi, CP2 and CPa denote the values of cP in the
three regions 0 ? z ? - h', - h' ? z ? - hand
- h ? z ? - 00 we have as field equations
V 2cpi = - V Hz 0/ sin o/x, V 2CP2 = 0, V 2cpa = O.
4.2.1
From 3.i.2 and the condition that cP shall be
continuous, we have the boundary conditions
when z = 0, acpi = 0
az
CPi- CP2=O
acpi _ acp2 = 0
az az 4.2.2
i CP2 - CPa = 0
when z = - h, .: acp2 _ :. acpa = 0
p az p' az
when z~ - 00, CPa ~ 0
Equations 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 show that
(cpi - VHz O/-i sin O/x),
when z ~ - h', i
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orCP2 and CPa must be the sums of functions of the
form e:taz sin ax. From the last of equations 4.2.2,
CPa is a multiple of e+az sin aX only. It can be
verified by direct substitution that the full solu-
tion is
VH.(
CPi = -- I
sinh a(h - h') + (pip') cosh a(h - h')
sinh ah + (pi p') cosh ah
X cosh az Jsin ax
V H. . h i X
CP2 = - SIn aha
cosh a(z + h) + (pi p') sinh a(z + h)
sinh ah + (pip') cosh ah
V H. . h ' X
CPa = - SIn aha
SIn aX
eCiZ
SIn ax.
sinh ah + (pip') cosh ah
4.2.3
Thus the horizontal component of the potential
gradient at the free surface is
(a 
cP i)
- = V H. (i - 'Y) cos aX
ax z=o
and the horizontal component of the electrical
current-density is
(piz).=o= V H. 'Y cos aX
4.2-4
4.2.5
where
sinh a(h - h') + (pip') cosh a(h - h')'Y = 4.2.6
sinh ah + (pip') cosh ah
The "apparent" velocity is everywhere propor-
tional to the actual velocity but reduced by the
constant factor 'Y.
(a) Suppose the streams are broad compared
with the total depth of water. Then ah, a(h - h')
and aZ are small compared with unity and sinh ah,
etc., may be replaced by ah, etc. We have then
a(h - h') + (pip')
'Y = ah + (pip') 4.2.7
and
(acpi) V H. ah'
- = cosax
x Z = 0 ah + (pip') .
This shows that the effect of the conductivity of
the bottom on the potential gradient is small
provided
4.2.8
plp'" ah 4.2.9
palp' h" I, 4.2.10
where 2a, = 27rla, is the "width" of the stream.
Equation 4.2.10 is similar to the condition
p Dip' h " I found in Section 2. I. Further we
may write
(acpi) V Hz (h'lh)¡; z=o = I + 7r-I (palp'h) cosax, 4.2.II
which illustrates the theorem of Section 2.2,
namely that the potential gradient depends only
on the mean velocity in each vertical line (in this
case V (h'lh) cos ax). When the conductivity of
the bottom is negligible we have simply
'Y = i - h'lh 4.2.12
and
(acpi) = V H. (h'lh) cos ax. 4.2.13x z = 0
In particular (I) when the stream extends to the
bottom, (h' = h), We have 'Y = 0 and (acpi/ax).=o
= V H. cos ax. This is because there is no sta-
tionary water to form a return path for the electric
current circulation. The "apparent" velocity,
proportional to piz, therefore vanishes. (2) when
the stream is very shallow (i.e. hi" hand
ah" i) we have 'Y = I and (acpi/ax)z=o=o.
The potential gradient is now completely short-
circuited by the water below and the full "appar-
ent" velocity is recorded.
(b) Suppose the streams are very narrow
compared with the total depth of the "ocean."
We have then ah // I, so that sinh ah and
cosh ah can both be replaced by l e ah. We as-
sume also that a(h - h') / / i. Thus from
4.2.4 - 4.2.6
'Y = e-ah' 4.2.14
and
( ) - V H. (I - e-Cih') COS ax.
::1 z=o-
4.2.15
The effect of the bottom is then negligible in any
case (the ocean, in effect, is infinitely deep) and
'Y depends only on ah', or on the ratio of the depth
of the surface streams to their width. When the
streams are shallow compared with their width
(ah'" i), 'Y is nearly unity, and the maximum
"apparent" velocity is recorded. When the streams
are very deep and narrow (a'h / / I), 'Y tends to
zero. This case, however, is unlikely to occur in
practice.
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4.3 THE FIELD DUE TO H.,
We have now as field equations
V 2 CPi = 0, 17 2 CP2 = 0, V 2 cpa = 0
and as boundary conditions
àcpi
when z = 0, -= - VHz cos ax,àz
4.3.1
when z =
icpi - CP2 = 0,
- h', àcpi àCP2
- - - = - VH cos aXàz àz z,
iCP2 - cP' = 0,
- h, , ~ àCP2 _ ~ àcpa = 0,
pàz p' àz
when z + - co CPa + o.
when z =
4.3.2
It may be verified that the solution of these
equations is
VH.,((coSh a(h - h') - cosh ah)
a sinh ah
(pj p') (sinh a(h - h') - sinh ah) h
+ . h cos a zSin ah
- sinh aZ J cos ax,
tj.= VH.,cosh ahl - I X
. a sinh ah
(cosh a(z+h) + (pj p') sinh a(z+h) J cos ax,
VH., cosh ah' - I
tja= - ea(z+h) cos aX.a sinh ah
CPi =
4.3.3
Thus
(àCPi) = V H., "I' sin aXàx z = 0 4.3.4
and
(pi.,)z=o= - VH., "I' sin aX 4.3.5
where
I Ccosh ah - cosh a(h - h')J
'Y = sinh ah
(pjpl) Csinh ah - sinh a(h - hl)J+ . 4.3.6
sinh ah
(pi.,). =, therefore represents a sinusoidal signal
which is in quadrature with the stream velocity,
that is, it is a maximum or a minimum where the
stream velocity is zero, and vice versa.
(a) When the width of the stream is large
compared with the total depth (ah -(-( i), then on
replacing cosh ah by I - l a2h2etc., we find
,,'= Ca(2 h - h') + (pjP')J (hljh). 4.3.7
The relatiue effect of the conductivity of the
bottom is therefore small under the same condi-
tions as in the previous Section, namely when
pj p' -( -( ah; but the absolute value of "I' is in any
case only of order ah at most, and may be even
smaller for shallow streams, on account of the
factor h' j h.
(b) When the streams are very narrow com-
pared with the total depth (ah).). I and
a(h - h') ).). I), then we have
,,'= (I - e-ah') (I + pjp'). 4.3.8
pj p' being small, the second factor can be replaced
by unity. The situation is now the reverse of that
for the signal due to the vertical component of
magnetic field. For now when the streams are
shallow (ah' -( -( I) "I' is small, but when they are
deep (ah' ).). I) "I' is nearly ù:nity. In general "I'
is of the same order as ahl, the ratio of the depth
of the stream to its width.
4.4 THE COMBINED FIELD
The combined signal (pi.,). = 0 will be a sine-
wave:
(pi.,).=o= V Ho cos(ax + e) 4.4.1
where
Ho= (Hl ,,2 + H.,2 "1'2))/ 4.4.2
and
H., "I'
tan E = Hz "I ' 4+3
E being the apparent phase-shift. In the case when
the streams are broad compared with the total
depth and the conductivity of the bottom is
negligible we find from 4.2.7 and 4.3.7.
"I' ahl (2h - h')
"I h - h'
4.4.4
and when the streams are narrow compared with
the total depth
"I'
= eah' - i. 4+5
"I
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When ahl and h' / h are both small (the streams are
broad surface streams) both these expressions
become, approximately
"I'
= ahl. 4+6
"I
The effect of the horizontal component of field,
therefore, is to shift the whole pattern of velocities
through a distancehl= hH,,/H. 4+7
laterally, that is through a distance comparable
with the depth of the surface streams.
5. A STREAM OF RECTANGULAR CROSS-SECTION
5.1 INTRODUCTION
In this Chapter we shall consider the more
realistic case when the streams are constant over a
certain interval of the x-axis, of width 2a, say,
and are zero outside this region, as in Figure 19,
where 2a = D. To be precise, we assume that
v - J V, - a 0( x 0( a, 0 ~ z ? - h', 5.1. III - 10, elsewhere
The solution to this problem is especially useful,
since from it one can build up the solutions to
more complicated problems, and approximate to
the actual electrièal field to any degree of accuracy.
Since the equations governing the present
problem are linear in the velocities, it follows that
any two or more solutions may be superposed, in
the sense that the current-density pi" generated by
the sum of a number of different velocity-distri-
butions is the sum of the current-densities due to
each velocity-distribution separately. Now any
velocity-distribution vii ex, z) which is (a) sym-
metrical about the line x = 0, (b) uniform down
to z = - h' and (c) zero below this depth, can be
represented as the sum of sinusoidal velocity-
distribution of the type discussed in Chapter 4.
For
( ) _ if"" v/ (a) cos aX da, 0 ? z ? - h',vii x, z - _""0, - h' ? z ? - h.
5.1.2
where vii *(a) is the Fourier cosme transform of
vii(x, 0):
vu* (a) = ~ JCD vII (x, 0) cos aX dx21l -""
JCD
i .
- vii (x, 0) e"'" dx.
21l -CD
5.1.3
If the current-density pi" due to the sinusoidal
veIo:ity-distribution of Chapter 4 is of the form
Vf(x;a), the current-density due to the distri-
bution 5.1.1 is given by
pi" = JCD v/(a) f(x ; a) da, 5.1.4
-CD
which represents, formally, the solution to the
problem.
In the present case, when vii (x,o) vanishes
except when - a 0( x 0( a we have from 5.1.3.
vu* (a) = r. sin ax. 5.1.5
1l a
5.2 THE FIELD DUE TO Hz
We shall suppose that the conductivity of the
"sea bed" is negligible. Then the current-density
at the surface associated with the sinusoidal ve-
locity-distribution is found from 4.1.5 and 4.1.6
to be
. sinh a(h - h')(pz").=o = VH.. cos aX. 5.2.1
smh ah
The current-density due to the rectangular stream
is therefore
VHzJ CD sinh a(h - h')(pi,,).=o = - X1l _CD sinh ah
sm aa
cos aX - da.
a
5.2.2
To evaluate this integral we put ah = ß and write
. h - h'
VH'J CD smh -¡ ß
(pi,,). = 0 = 21l -"" sinhß
(. a + x . a - x )dß
sm-ß+sm-ß -h h ß
= VH. ( I (h - h', a + x)
21l h h
+ I e ~ h', a ~ X) J
5.2.3
5.2.4
where
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( J'" sinh pß sin qß dI p, q) = -- - ß
-'" sinh ß ß 5.2.5
Now
a I J "'sinhpß
- = -- cos qß dßa q -'" sinh ß
J"'sinhpß . ßd= -- e,q ß.
-'" sinh ß
This may be evaluated by means of contour inte-
gration'. Consider the rectangular contour C
5.2.6
-B+iw ¡. B+L'I
-B o B
FIGURE 21. Contour of integration in the ß-
plane.
determined by the points - B, B, B + i 'i, - B
+ i 7r and indented at the points 0 and i 'i (see
Figure 21). The function
e (P+iq) ß
5.2.7sinhß
has no singularities inside C, and, if Ip i.. I, it
tends to zero uniformly on the vertical sides of the
rectangle. Hence we have, by Cauchy's residue
theorem,
J"'e(P+iq)ß J'" e(P 
+ iq) (ß+i'l)
'h dß- 'h(ß .)dß-'" sin ß -'" sin + t 7r
= i 7r( I - e(P + iq)i'l)
5.2.8
or
J'" (P+iq)ß~ dß (i + e(P+iq)i'")-'" sinh ß 5.2.9
= i7r (i - e (P + iq)i'l)
and so
J '" e(P+ ;q)ß-- dß = 7r tan (p+ iq)7rj2.
-'" sinh ß
On subtracting the corresponding formula for - P,
and dividing by 2, we find
5.2.10
aI = ~ (tan (p + iq)7rj2
aq 2
+ tan (p - iq)7rj2J.
5.2.II
Now I (p, q) vanishes when q = o. Therefore on
integrating both sides of 5.2.II with respect to q
we have
1= i Dog cos (p + iq)7rj2
- log cos (p - iq)7rj2J
- 21m log cos (p + iq)7rj2
- 2 arg cos (p + iq)7rj2
( p7r q7r)2 tan - i tan -; tanh -; .
Thus the current-density, from 5.2.4, is given by
(pi",) '=0 =
VB. 
( (h - h' 'i X + a 7r)- tan-i tan - - tanh --7r h 2 h 2
( h - h' 'i X - a 7r)J
- tan-i tan - - tanh -- - ,2 h 2
5.2.13
which is the formal solution of the problem.
Equation 5.2.13 can be written
5.2.12
(pi",).=o = VB. (F(x 1 a) - F(x ~ a)J,
5.2.14
where
F W = ~tan -i (tan h - h' !! tanh !;7r ). 5.2.157r h 2 2
Thus (pi",). = 0 is the difference of two terms of the
same form, centered on x = - a and x = a
respectively. We may say that VH. F W repre-
sents the voltage gradient due to a discontinuity
in the surface velocity, of magnitude V, at !; = o.
The voltage gradient 5.2.14 is the result of two
such discontinuities, one at x = -a and the other
at x = a.
The form of F(!;) is shown in Figure 22 for
various values of h' j h. As!; passes from - 00 to 00,
h - h' h - h'
so F(!;) passes from -l~ to l~, and the
transition takes place in a !; - interval of order
unity, that is, in an x - interval of order h, the
total depth. The limiting values of F(!;) are ap-
proached exponentially. Thus when the width 2a
of the stream is greater than the depth h, the two
transition curves hardly interfere with one another.
At the centre x = 0 the voltage gradient is then
given by
h - h'(pi",)z= 0 = VH. ~ = (Vs- V) Hz 5.2.6
and at the end-points it is about half this value, as
was shown in Section 2.
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o.~
-1'5 -1'0
-0,5
h;/h= 1/16
h!h= 1/8
ti/h = 1/4
h'/h = 1/2
f.O 1'5
~
FIGURE 22. Graph of F(~) for h' /h = 7f., 31, 1' and ).6, showing the form of the electrical current-density due to
H. near one edge of the stream.
However, when h' / h is small
h - h' 'I h' 'I h 2tan ~"2 = cot h;: =; h';' 5.2.17
so that when I )- I; )- 2 h'/h, say,
F (I;) ~ ~ (!! _ h'/h).
'I 2 I; 5.2.18
This shows that the greater part of the transition
has taken place within a I; - interval of order
2h'/h, that is, within a distance of order 2h' from
the edge of the stream.
An interesting case is when a/h is small, that is,
when the stream is very narrow. This is the case of
a narrow "pulse" of water velocity at x = o. Its
contribution to the measured voltage can be found
by differenting F (!:
(pi:c)z= 0 = 2a d~ VHz F (~)
h - h' 'Itan--h 2
h - h' 'I+ tanh2--h 2
a
= -VHh z 1;'I
cosh 2 -
2
. h 1;'ISIn 2_
2
5.2.19
5.3 THE FIELD DUE TO H:c.
From equation 4.2.3, the current density asso-
ciated with the sinusoidal velocity-distribution is
pi:c = - VH:c X
(cosh a(z + h) - cosh a(h - h') cosh aZ J .
SIn ax
sin  ah
5.3.1
(the conductivity of the bottom being neglected).
By 5.1.4 the current-density for the stream of
rectangular cross-section is then
(pi:c).=o= lim HxJDi vy* (a) Xz+o _Di
cosh a(z + h) - cosh aCh - h'). d
. h SIn aX asin a
5.3.2
(z has been replaced by 0 in cosh aZ but is retained
in cosh a(z + h) in order to make the subsequent
integrals determinate). If we now follow the same
procedure as for the vertical magnetic field Hz we
find that the corresponding integrals are divergent.
We therefore proceed as follows: Since vy*(a) is an
even function of a we have
(pi:c)z=o= lim iH:cJDi vy* (a)Z + 0 -Di
(cosh a(x + h). - cosh a(h - hl)J eiæx da.sinh ah
5.3.3
On substituting from 5.1.3 and changing the order
of integration we have
(pi:c)z=o= lim JDi Vy (x', o).d (x+xl) dx' 5.3.4Z + 0 _Di
where
iA(x) =
2 'I
J Di cosh a(z + h) - cosh a(h - h') iæx d
_Di sinha  e a. 5.3.5
It will be seen from 5.3.4 that .d (x) describes the
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current-density from a pulse distribution of ve-
locity, of infinitesimal width, at the origin. This
is now to be multiplied by the velocity and inte-
grated across the stream. In the case of the pulse-
function 5.1.1 we have simply
(piz)z=o = lim VHzJa.d (x + x') dxl. 5.3.6Z + 0 -a
Now from 5.2.10
J'" c~sh pß éqßdß =
- '" sinh ß
~ (tan (P + iq)'! - tan (p - iq)'!J 5.3.72 2 2
and so
A (x) =
i ( (h + Z + ix 11) (h + Z - ix
- tan - - tan4h h 2 h
(h - h' + ix 11) (h - h' - ix- tan - + tan2 h
;)
:)).
5.3.8
Therefore from 5.3.6
( ') lim VHzptzz=o= -- -XZ -- 0 211
( cos e - h~ + ix ~) cos e - h~ - ix ;) Ja-x
log (h + Z + ix 11) (h + Z - ix '/) -a-xcos - cos -h 2 h 2
X 11 h'1I
. cosh- - cos-lim VHz (i h h Jx-a
- - og
Z+ 0 211 X 11 Z1I x+a
cosh- - cos-h h
5.3.9
We may now write Z = 0 and obtain finally
(piz)z=o= VBz ( G (x 1 a) - G (x ~ a) J
where
5.3.10
h'
I 1 (cosh ~11 - cos -11)
- - g h
211
cosh ~11 - I
h' 11
-2-10g(l+ Sin2h"2).211 ~'/
sin h2 -2
Thus, as in the previous Section, piz is the differ-
ence of two terms, each of which can be regarded
GW =
5.3.11
as arising from a discontinuity in the surface
velocity.
In Figure 23 G W is plotted against ~ for vari-
ous values of h' / h. It will be seen that G W is
appreciably large only when ~ is of order h' / h,
that is, when x + a or x - a is of order h'. Thus
the field due to Hz is appreciable only within a
distance of order h' from the edges of the stream.
At the edge itself (~ = 0) there is a weak infinity;
when ~ ~~ hl/h
GW:§ 2 log 
I 
sinh ~1I1:§ !.logl H 5.3.1211 2 11
When hl/h is small and I )-)- ~ )-)- hl/h we have
G W ~ - 2111 el~hY 5.3.13
and when ~ )-)- I (that is when x:: a )- )- h) we
have
GW:§ 2 1:1r' 2 h' '/- - e- ç sin --11 h 2 5.3.14
so that
( ') . 4 VHz . a1l. h' 11ptz z= 0'; -- e-~1r sinh h sin2 h -;. 5.3.15
In other words, (piz)z=o vanishes exponentially
beyond a distance of order h from the edges of the
stream.
5.4 SUMMARY
The form of the signal near the left edge of the
stream of rectangular section (Figure 19) is shown
in Figures 2.2 and 23. The corresponding analy-
tical expressions are 5.2.15 and 5.3.11. To obtain
the total signal, the curves for the right edge must
be subtracted from those for the left edge, as indi-
cated in 5.2.14 and 5.3.10.
When h ~ ~ a, the signal in the in terior is
approximately VHz (I - h'/h). Within a distance
of order h' from the edges there is an additional
signal of order V (I Hz I + I Hz I) which at first
falls off with distance from the edge x = a, say,
like h' / I x- a I; but when I x-a I is of order h the
signal diminishes exponentially,* like e-I x-a I/h.
It should be remembered that the bottom has
been treated as an insulator. The conductivity of
the bottom will introduce other errors, whose order
of magnitude will be evaluated in the next chapter.
* This is a special case of a more general theorem; see
Longuet-Higgins (1949).
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-I'S
-1,0
1.0
1.5
,,0 1'5 (
FIGURE 23. Graph of G(t) for h' /h = Yo, 31, 71 and J1, showing the form of the electrical current-density
due to Hz near one edge of the stream.
6. A STREAM OF ELLIPTICAL CROSS-SECTION
6.1 INTRODUCTION
The following exact solution will frequently be
of use in considering the field due to a stream
which is narrow compared with the depth of the
ocean, or a stream bounded on either side by land.
e'
FIGURE 24. A cross-section of the ellptical
stream.
The solution has been partly evaluated previously
(see Longuet-Higgins 1949).
It is supposed that the cross-section of the
stream is half of an ellipse of semi-axes a and b,
the major axis, of length 2a, being horizontal (see
Figure 24). The velocity of the stream is uniform
and of strength V, and the resistivities of the water
and the channel bed are also assumed to be uniform
and equal to p and p' respectively.
Rectangular coordinates are shown as in
Figure 24, with the origin at the centre of an
elliptical section and the z-axis vertically up-
wards. We transform to new coordinates (t,r¡)
defined by
l x = c cosh t cos 71
6.1.1
- Z = c sinh t sin 71
where
c = vi a2 - b2. 6.1.2
When z is negative t and 71 take values in the
ranges
Oo(to(oo, 00(710(71. 6.1.3
The channel bed now corresponds to the surface
t = t¡, where ti is defined by
a = c cosh ti, b = c sinh t¡ 6.1.4
and x = 0 is given by t = 0 between the foci of the
ellpse, and by 71 = 0, 71 to the left and to the right
respectively.
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The potential cp obeys Laplace's equation
which since the coordinate-transformation is,
conformal, becomes
(:;2 + :;2) cp = 0 6.1.
in the new coordinates.
6.2 THE FIELD DUE TO H"
Let cp and cp' denote the expression for the
potential inside and outside the stream. The
boundary conditions are:
acp
- =0'at ,
acp acpl
when 71 = 0, 1l, - - - = 0;
a71 a71
cp = cpl;
when t = 0,
6.2.1when t = tI,
when t = ti,
2. ~ (cp - VB" ccosh t cos 71) = ~ aaCPI ;p a71 p 71
when t -+ 00, cpl -+ o.
The fourth equation, which expresses the condi-
tion 3.1.12, follows from the fact that v A H in
this case is the gradient of the function VHz x in
the interior of the stream. The solution of these
equations is
p c cosh t cos 71 t
cp = - VH" , h I:
P + P cot çi
r 6.2.2
p c cosh h e~i-~ cos 71cp' = - VH .
" p + p' coth ti
Since tanh ti = bj a, these may be written
t
r 6.2.3
x
cp = - VBz I + p'ajpb
a e ~i-E cos 71
cpl= - VHz i + plajpb
In the interior of the stream the potential
gradient is uniform and horizontal, being given by
acp VHz
ax - I + p' a j pb .
This may be compared with equation 2.1.5. The
current-lines in the stream itself are horizontal and
uniformly spaced. The potential gradient at the
surface, outside the stream, is given by
(acpl) I acpl
\a-; 71 = 0 = c sinh t a¡
ajc eh-EVH" , j b -:h '
I + pap sin ~
6.2.4
6.2.5
that is
(acp')
- = VB"
x 71= 0 I
a
x
+ p' a j pb a - b
I
(X2jc2- I) + xjc (X2jc2- i)J1
Thus the potential gradient falls off at infinity like
c2jx2, as for a dipole at the origin.
For a stream of elliptical cross-section in an
infinite depth of fluid we may write p = p'. Hence
the current-density at the surface is given by
(pi,,) z = 0 =
rVH" i +Ibja Ixl:: a, 6.2.7)VH abjc2 ,lxl:2 a.
~ z (x2j c2 _ I) + xj c(x2j C2-i)J1
(pi,,),,=o is plotted against x in Figure 25 for bja
0.5, o. I and 0.02, that is, when the maximum depth
b is 0.25, 0.05 and 0.01 of the total width 2a. It
will be seen that not only does the "apparent
velocity" approach the actual velocity as the
ratio b j a is decreased, but also the width of the
spurious fringe at the edges of the stream dimin-
ishes very rapidly. In fact when bja is small,
(pi"),, = 0 falls off proportionally tobjc bjc
(X2jc2- i)J1 = i:(x2- a2- b2)jc2JJ1
I
= i:(x2- a2)jb2- iJ%'
6.2.6
6.2.8
~,
-i _I
(¡'.J,..IH,
:t ~,iaI 2o
tire :0-1 j,
-2 -I
bIG =0-02
J.
-2 -,
j .'/0L,
2o
:1 L
i
.fa
FIGURE 25. The form of the electrical current-
density due to Hz, for bj a = 0.5, 0.1 and 0.02.
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that is,so that the width of the fringe is of the order of
b2/a.
6.3 THE FIELD DUE TO H",
The boundary conditions in this case are:
when t = 0,a . h . )
-(cp + VH", C Sin t Sin '1 = 0;at
when '1 = 0, 7r,a acp'
-(cp + VB", c sinh t sin ,1) = a- = 0;a'l '
when t = t1, cp = cpl;
when t = ti,
I a . I acp'
--(cp+VH",csinhtsin'l)-'-a =0;p at p '1
when t -- 00, cp' -- 00.
6.3.1
Since sin '1 can be expanded in the cosine series:
Sin '1 =
2 4 00 I
--- L 2 cos 2m'l,7r 7r m=14m - I
6.3.2
(0::,1::7r),
we find
cp + VB", c sinh t sin '1 =~VH", c sinh t1 X
7r
00 p' cosh 2mt cos 2m'l
m~1 (4m2-i) (p' cosh 2mti+psinh 2mti)
cp' = - .i VH", c sinh t1 X
7r
00 P sinh 2mt¡ e2m(t-tl) cos 2m'l
f1 (4m2-i) (p' cosh 2mti+ psinh 2mt¡)
6.3.3
We shall consider only the case p = p', corre-
sponding to a surface stream, of limited width, in
an infinitely deep ocean. The horizontal com-
ponent of the current-density is given by
(pi",). _ 0 = - (aacp)
x ._ 0
= r c s~ '1 G:) t = 0 '
) - I (acp)
~ c sinh t a t 11 = 0 '
Ix i, c;
6.3.4
I x I? c.
_ 4 VH",.sinh t1 X
7r Sin '1
00
L 2m e-2mh sin 2m'l,
m=14m2- I
Ix I, c;
_ 4 VH", sinh t1 X
7r sinh t
ii 2m -2mt1' h t 6.3.5k. e Sin 2m",
m=i4m2- I
c, I x I , a;
_ 4 VH",sinh t1 X
7r sinh t
00
L 2m e -2mt sinh 2m ti,
m=i 4m2- i
Ix I? a.
The above series can be summed by writing
2m _ 1.( I + I )
4m2- I - 2 2m - I 2m + I 6.3.6
(pi",). = 0 =
and making use of the fact that, if R (O!) ?O,
00 - (2m- i)'"
L e = log (I - e-"') - l log (I _ e-2"').m=1 2m- I
6.3.7
As a result we find, after some simplification,
(pi",).=o =
VH", sinh t1 C. h t -1 sin '1
2cos "1 cOS'l tan -7r sin '1 sinh h
+ . h t' i cosh ti - cos 'lJSin "i Sin '1 g ,
cosh h+ cos'l
VH",.sinh ti r cosh (t + ti) log tanhl t + tij7r Sinh t L 2
I t-til
- cosh (t + ti) log tanh ~ '
lxi, c
Ix I? c.
6.3.8
(pi",).=o is plotted against x in Figure 26 for
b/a = 0.5,0.1 and 0.02. As in the case of the
stream of rectangular cross-section, there is a
weak singularity at each edge of the stream; near
the right-hand edge, for example, where t ~ ti,
(pi",).=o ~ - VH", log I t- t1 I
7r
. VH"'1 I I
=; - - og x - a
7r
6.3.9
(c,f. equation 5.3.12). However the effect of the
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(ei,),..!H.
b/tJ=O.S
'"
b/O=O.I
0.'
-,
'(
,/-
-0-5
blci =0.02
0'
./-
-,
-0 ,
FIGURE 26. The form of the electrical current-
density due to Hz, for b/a = 0.5,0.1 and 0.02.
singularity again diminishes as bj a is decreased,
being limited to the region where 71, or 1;, is of the
same order as l;. This implies that i x - a I is of
order b2j a. In the main part of the stream we have
(when l; -(-( I)
. xbjc(ptz)z=o = VHz1;icotr¡ = VHz (2 2)Y: 6.3.10
x - C 2
and outside the stream (/;:;:; 1;1) we find
. 2 VHz ( 1; cosh 1;J
(ptz)z=o= -1;12 log tanh - + -; . 6.3.I1w 2 smh2 1;
Thus outside the stream (piz) z = 0 is proportional
only to b2ja2. For large values of xja, (piz)z=o
diminishes like e-3~ or a3jx3, in the same way as a
quadripole at the origin.
6.4 SUMMARY
The form of the signal generated by the stream
of elliptical cross-section (Figure 24 with p = p') is
shown in Figures 25 and 26. The corresponding
analytical expressions are 6.2.7 and 6.3.8. In the
interior of the stream the signal is constant and
equal to VH zj (i + b j a), so that the "error" is
approximately VHz bja. Near the edges ofthe
stream there is a spurious signal which is appre-
ciable within a distance b2j a from the edge.
(b2j a is also the order of magnitude of the depth
of the stream near the edge.) At some distance
from the stream there is a signal of order VHz bja
which falls off proportionally to a2 j x2.
In Chapter 5 the conductivity of the bottom
was entirely neglected. If this, though small, is
taken into account, 6.2.3 shows that there will be
an additional signal in the interior of order
VHz (p' a jlpb) and a similar signal outside the
stream which will fall off like a2jx2.
7. THE ELECTRICAL FIELD INDUCED IN WATER WAVES
7.1 LONG CRESTED WAVES
Let rectangular axes be taken with the origin
in the mean free surface, the x-axis in the direction
of wave propagation, the y-axis parallel to the
wave crests and the z-axis vertically upwards. If
Æ
, ; ~
r'
FlGURE 27
a denotes the wave amplitude and if 27r/u and
27r/ k denote the wave period and wave-length,
the elevation r of the free surface is given by
r = a cos (kx - ut). ).1.1
(see Lamb,The corresponding stream function
1932) is
if = au sinh k(z + h) cos (kx _ u t).k sinh kh 7.1.2
The motion is two-dimensional, as in Section 3.2.
Moreover, since the components of velocity vary
harmonically with x, the total electrical current
demanded from infinity, when integrated over a
complete wavelength, is zero. Hence the two parts
cpi and CP2 of the electrical potential are given by
i H .1, au Hy sinh k(z + h) (k )
CPi = Y'l = - cos x - u t ,k sinh khCP2= 0, 7.1.3
and the corresponding current-densities ii and i2
are given by
pii= (0,0,0), pÌ2= (0,piy2,0) 7.1.4
where
. sinh k(z + h) .Pty2= auHx. sin (kx -ut)
sinh kh
H cosh k(z + h) (k )- au z cos x - u t .
sinh kh
7.1.5
Consider first the potential gradient as meas-
ured by fixed electrodes. The bottom z = - h is a
streamline, and hence CPz = _ h is a constant. Thus
stationary electrodes placed on the bottom would
not record the presence of the waves. The free
surface, however, is not a streamline. The poten-
tial at the free surface CPz = r can be obtained to
the present order of approximation (a2k2 being
neglected) by writing z = 0 in 7.1.3:
CPz - r = auHy cos (kx - ut), 7.1.6
- k
that is
cP = uHy ,.z=r k~' 7.1.7
Thus the potential is a maximum at the wave
crests and a minimum at the wave troughs. The
greatest potential difference 2auHy/ k would be
obtained by placing the electrodes near the surface
half a wavelength apart in the x-direction, or
(n + l) wavelengths apart, where n is an integer.
(The electrodes must of course be submerged
suffciently to maintain contact with the water.)
Consider now the voltage measured by towed
electrodes. As shown in Section 1.3, the quantity
measured by electrodes A and B towed in tandem
is
B
f pi. ds, 7.1.8A
where the path of integration is along the cable.
Now the component ofi in the plane of motion is
zero (from 7.1.4). Thus electrodes towed in the
direction of propagation of the waves would
register zero voltage. The component of i parallel
to the crests, however and in the free surface, is
given by
(piy)z = r = auHx sin (kx - ut)
- auHz coth kh cos (kx - ut). 7.1.9
It is clear that the path of the cable is import-
ant in this case. For suppose the straight line AB
joining the electrodes lies along a wave crest, say,
then the voltage between A and B is simply
lauHz coth kh, 7.1.10
where 1 is the distance between the electrodes. If,
however, the cable describes three sides ADCB
of a rectangle, as in Figure 28, where DC lies along
a wave trough, the recorded voltage will be just
negative of 7.1.10.
Equation 7.1.9 can also be written
(piy)z = r = -Vx Hz + Vz Hx, 7.1.ii
t
!
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which shows that the signal is in two parts: one,
proportional to Hz, depends on the horizontal
motion v" at the surface, and is in phase with the
0 C
~
) L
A B
FIGURE 28
surface elevation t; the other, proportional to H",
depends on the vertical motion v. at the surface
and is in quadrature with t. If the waves are
travelling along a line of magnetic latitude (i.e.
H,,= 0) only the first term is important. At the
magnetic equator (H.= 0) only the second is
important. For waves travelling along the mag-
netic equator (H,,= Hz= 0) there will be no signaL.
-y
!
FIGURE 29
7.'2 SHORT-CRESTED WAVES
Consider a wave motion in which the surface
elevation t (x,y, t) is given by
t = a cos (kx - ITt) cos k'y. 7.2.1
This may be split up into two long-crested waves
as follows:
t = ~(cos (kx + k'y - ITt)
+ cos (kx - k'y - ITt) J.
The waves are propagated in the direction of the
vectors
7.2.2
(k, k')
(k2+ k'2)Yo '
(k, - k')
(k2+ k'2) Yo . 7.2.3
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The components of H parallel to the wave-crests
are
(kHy- k'H" kBy+ klHz)(k2 + k'2)Yo' (k2+ k'2)Yo 7.2.4
respectively. Hence the electrical potential cp is
given by
cp _ 1. ~ sinh (k2 + k'2)Yo (z + h)
- 2 k2+ k'2 sinh (k2 + k'2) Yo h X
((k Hy - k'H,,) cos (kx + k'y - ITt) 7.2.5
+ (k Hy+ k'H,,) cos (kx - k'y - ITt)J
or
aIT sinh (k2+ k'2)Yo (z + h)
cp = k2+ k'2 sinh (k+ k'2) Yo h X
(kBy cos (kx - ITt) cos k'y 7.2.6
+ k'H" sin (kx - ITt) sin k'yJ,
Thus there is also a component of the potential
gradient in the y-direction. However, if k'.:.: k,
that is, if the crests are long compared with the
wavelength, the y-component is small compared
with the x-component.
7.3 THE ACTION OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD ON
WATER WAVES
It is perhaps worth considering the mechanical
reaction of the Earth's magnetic field on surface
waves, if only to show that it is negligible.
For simplicity we shall deal only with orders of
magnitude. If the magnetic field intensity H is
measured in gauss and the particle speed v in
cmjsec., then the induced e.mJ. is of the order
vHx lO-Svoltjcm. The electrical current-density
i is then of order p-i v H x IO-s ampjcm, where p
is measured in ohm-cm. The force F = i A II per
unit volume acting on the fluid due to the inter-
action of the electrical current and the magnetic
field is then of order p-i v H2 x 10-9 dynejcm3. If
we take
¡
.~
1
'l
H = 0.5 gauss
v = 50 cmjsec
p = 25 ohm-cm
7.3.1
we have
F = 0.5 X 10-9 dynejcm3 7.3.2
This is to be compared with the force of gravity,
which chiefly controls the waves, and is of order
103 dynejcm3. The ratio of the two forces is there-
fore of order 5 x 10-13, which is entirely negligible.
8. MISCELLANEOUS EFFECTS
IN this chapter we shall determine the effect
of variations, in time or space, of some of the
quantities hitherto assumed constant. This wil
enable us to test the validity of some of our
previous assumptions.
8.1 VARIATION OF THE VELOCITY WITH TIME
Let us first consider Faraday'slaw of induction
(c,f. Section 1.1) when the magnetic field varies
with the time. In general, the rate of change of
magnetic flux through a surface S bounded by a
circuit Cis
~lH'dS= raH'dS_rVAH.dS 8.1.1dt s Js at c
and therefore
rpi.dS= _faH.dS+ r v/\H.ds 8.1.2c s t Jc
or
f G. ds ~ f aH . ds 8.1.3c s at
where G = pi - v A H. 8.1.4
Since the left-hand side of 8.1.3 equals
.£ V A G. ds 8.1.5
it follows that
aH
at
We have also Oersted's law for the magnetic field
induced by a quasi-stationary current i :
f H . ds = 4 'I r i . ds,c Js
from which, by a similar transformation, it follows
that
V /\ H = 4 'Ii. 8.1.8
Further, if the electrical charge is conserved,
V.i = o. 8.1.9
Equations 8.1.6, 8.1.8 and 8.1.9 are special cases
of Maxwell's equations when the field quantities
vary slowly with the time, and the magnetic
permeability is equal to unity.
On eliminating H from equations 8.1.6 and
8.1.8 we have
V A G = 8.1.6
8.1.7
aiVAVAG=-4'1-
at 8.1.10
and so from 8.1.4
V A V A (p i) - 4 'I ~ ~ = V A V A (v A H).
8.1.11
Expanding the first term and using 8.1.9 we get
V2. aip 1-4'1 t = V AV A (v AH). 8.LI2
Now let us suppose that the velocity v and the
current-density i fluctuatt harmonically with
period T. Further, that the smallest dimensions
of the current-system are of the order"'of À. Then
the orders of magnitude of the terms' on the left
of 8.1.12 are in general pi X (2 'I/À)2 and 4 'i i X
(2'1/T) respectively. The ratio of the second term
to the first is of order
2À2/pT. 8.1.13
Thus, provided
T?? 2 À2/p 8.1.14
the term a i/at is negligible, and the system may
be treated as quasi-static.
If practical units are used, there is a factor
10-8 on the right-hand side of 8.1.6 and a factor
io-i on the right-hand side of 8.1.8. Hence the
right-hand side of 8.1.14 is to be multiplied by
10-9. If we take
À = I km = -105 cm 8.1.15
p = 25 ohm-cm
the equation 8.1.14 gives
T ?? 0.8 sec. 8.1.16
For ocean streams whose least dimensions are
I km. or more we should therefore expect that the
time-variations of velocity can be completely
neglected.
The above argument may fail in special in-
stances. For example, in a long cylindrical shell
of radius r and thickness 0 (0.... r), the magnetic
field is given by H=4'1oi 8.1.17
where i is the mean strength of the current-density
flowing in the shell in planes perpendicular to the
axis of the cylinder. Also by Faraday's law of
induction
aH2'1rpi=-'Ir2-
at' 8.LI8
leading to the equation
2'1ro aii=---pat 8.1.19
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Thus the time constant of the system is of order
r 0/ p and not 02/ p as we would deduce from 8.1. 14.
This is because the largest term in p V2 i happens
to be of order piX (4 7l2/r 0) and not of order
piX (47l2/02).
One may conclude from the above example
that if the sea bed acts as a conductor, so that the
current-system extends to a depth comparable
with the width D of the stream, then a necessary
condition for the time variation of velocity to be
negligible is
T)-)-2hD/p 8.1.20
If D is of order 1,000 km., then T must be much
larger than 13 minutes. This would be fairly well
satisfied by streams of tidal period.
8.2 GEOMAGNETIC DISTURBANCES
So far it has been assumed that the magnetic
field H is constant in time. As is well known,
however (see Chapman and Bartels, Geomagnetism,
1940), there exist small fluctuations in the Earth's
magnetic field, whose effect we shall now consider.
The fluctuations are of two kinds: periodic
disturbances, for example the solar daily and lunar
daily variations, and transient disturbances.
The transient disturbances are closely associ-
ated with other solar and terrestrial phenomena,
including sun-spot activity, solar flares, aurora
polaris, and ionisation of the atmosphere. It is
practically certain that the terrestrial effects have
their origin in streams of charged particles or high-
frequency radiation emitted from the sun. During
magnetic "storms" the disturbances may be as
much as I00'Y and on rare occasions may be
several times greater. On magnetically "quiet
days," however, the disturbances are only of the
order of I 'Y. (I 'Y = 10-5 r.)
At most places on the Earth's surface there is
an appreciable daily variation: the solar-daily
variation is of the order of :: 10 'Y, while the lunar-
daily variation may be of the order of :: 5 'Y.
Since the total magnetic field is of the order of
I r, it wil be seen that the fluctuations mentioned
above scarcely affect the total intensity; but the
indirect effects of these fluctuations may be
important.
Accompanying the fluctuations in the mag-
netic field are found fluctuations in the electrical
field. These are usually interpreted as indicating
the existence of natural "earth-currents" flowing
in the Earth. Such earth-current gradients form
part of the background of measurements with
stationary or towed electrodes, and may limit
their accuracy. In general character, earth -curren ts
are similar to geomagnetic fluctuations. During
earth-curren t "storms", electrical gradients of
100 m V /km or more may be recorded, though on
quiet days the transient disturbances are normally
less than I m V /km. At most stations there is a
solar-daily variation of the order of 5 m V /km and
a rather smaller lunar-daily variation. These
figures refer to observations at stations well inland.
Similar observations in the sea near the coast or on
land adjacent tidal waters are very similar except
that the lunar-daily variation may be exaggerated,
owing to the tidal streams in the neighbourhood
(see Longuet-Higgins 1949). Observations in the
deep oceans are so far not numerous, but there are
reasons, given below, for expecting that the earth-
currents may be more active in coastal regions
than in the deep oceans.
It is debatable whether the earth-current
poten tials should be regarded as induced by the
fluctuations in the magnetic field, or whether the
magnetic perturbations represent the field of the
earth-currents. Probably the two effects are not
separable, as the following rough calculations
show.
For definiteness, let us imagine a circular ocean
of radius r and depth h. The e.mJ. E due to a
fluctuation of the vertical component of magnetic
field H is given by
2 7l r E = - 7l r2 aH x 10-8 V/cm. 8.2.1
at
so
E r aH -8 /= - - X 10 V cm.
2 at
For a magnetic storm we may suppose a change
in the vertical field of 100 'Y in 30 minutes. Then
aH 100 'Y -7
- = . = 5 x 10 r/sec.
at 30min.
8.2.2
8.2.3
Assuming r = 1000 km we find
E = 25 mV/km 8.2.4
which is of the same order of magnitude as the
gradients observed on land. On the other hand
if we estimate the total field H at the cen tre of the
ocean induced by an earth-current gradient, say
pi = E = Eo !. 8.2.5
ro
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we have
fro hiH=27r -dro r 8.2.6
where
i = E/p. 8.2.7
Thus
8.2.8
8.2.9
H = 1201', 8.2.10
which again is of the same order of magnitude as
tha t observed.
However, for the diurnal variation, if we
assume
rJH 10 l' -9 /
- = - = 5 x 10 r secrJ'Y 6 hrs
we find from (2)
E = 0.25 mV/km,
8.2.II
8.2.12
which is much smaller than the observed fluctua-
tions, and if we assume
Eo= 2'5 mV/km 8.2.13
then (8) gives
H = 121', 8.2.14
which is at least of the same order as the daily
variation on land. Therefore it seems more likely
in the case of the daily variation that the magnetic
field can be considered as due to the earth-currents.
Whatever their cause, it is certain that earth-
currents can at times have an important effect on
measurements with towed electrodes, in coastal
regions at least. If 20 m V /km is equivalent to
I knot of water velocity, electrical gradients
equivalent to 5 knots may occur during storms,
though on quiet days the transient disturbances
may be equivalent to less than 0'1 knot. There
may be solar- and lunar-daily variations equivalent
to about ~ knot.
One encouraging feature may be pointed out.
In equation 8.2.2 the induced e.mJ. is proportional
to r, the radial distance. Hence we may reasonably
expect that earth-currents will be less active near
the centre than near the edges of an ocean.
8.3 HETEROGENEITIES IN P
In the analysis of the previous chapters it was
assumed that the ocean water is homogeneous so
far as resistivity is concerned. Actually the resis-
tivity is a function of salinity and temperature
(Thomas, Thompson and Utterback, 1934). In the
deep ocean the resistivity is controlled mainly by
the temperature. Thus, in the surface slope water
to the west of the Gulf Stream, the resistivity
might be estimated as 1.2 times that in the hot
water in the core of the stream. In estuaries,
however, the resistivity is controlled mainly by
the salinity, and may vary widely. For example,
in the upper reaches of Alberni Inlet we could
expect the resistivity of the upper water to be
5 times that of the deeper water. The following
Table gives values of resistivity for a small range
of salinity and temperature.
p, Resistivity of Sea Water (ohms-cm)
rF 4° 50 60 7° 80
So /00
30 34.5 30.3 26.3 23.3 20.8
35 30.3 26.0 23.0 20.4 18.2
40 27.0 23.3 20.4 18.2 16.3
The effect of a vertical stratification of resis-
tivity is really included in the discussion of
Section 2.2, if we restrict ourselves to the case of
broad streams, where the width is large compared
to the depth.
Assuming the equipotentiallines in the water
to be vertical, we may adopt the circuit analogy
of Figure 16, but with the difference that p is a
function of z. Thus we have
o
I = ~r-h K (CPAB - VH.D) dz
o
= ïch (CPAB _ ~l K ~Hz dzJ,D h -h K
8,3.1
where Ki = p -1, is the conductivity and K is the
mean value of K. Thus the total current I, and
hence the mean potential gradient depends only
on the mean conductivity K and on a weighted
mean of the velocity:
o
- I 1 KV
V = -- -= dz.
h -h K
To estimate orders of magnitude we may
consider a particular example, in which the velocity
8.3.2
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and resistivity are equal to Vs and pi in a surface
layer of depth h', and below this layer the water is
stationary and the resistivity equals P2. The sea
bed is assumed to be effectively non-conducting.
The total current I is therefore zero, and hènce
the potential difference between A and B in
Figure I 6 is
R2E
CPAB = Ri+ R2 8.3.3
where
E= VsHj), Ri=piDjhl, R2=P2Dj(h-h'). 8.3.4
The measured current-density at the surface is
given by
E cP AB RiEjDPit = D - D = Ri+ R2' 8.3.5
that is
Pit = VsHz Pi (h - h'), 8.3.6
P2h' + pi (h - h')
which can also be written
i = VH (I -~) /(1 + (p2- pi) h'). 8Pi S' h' / ih .3.7
When Pi= P2= p, this reduces to equation 2.2.17.
The relative "error" introduced by P2 being differ-
en t from pi is
P2- Pi
pi
h'
h
8.3.8
Since h' j h -( I, this is less than (p2 - pi) j pi, the
relative error in the resistivity. It is also less than
h' jh, the error due to the finite depth of the stream.
Since usually P2"/ Ph the effect tends to diminish
slightly the measured signal, that is, it acts in the
same direction as an increase in the depth of the
stream.
In the deep ocean, the factor (p2- pi)j Pi varies
from perhaps 0.0 in polar regions to 0.3 in the
tropics. Thus almost all the error is due to h' j h,
which may vary widely.
Suppose that an attempt is made to calculate
the equivalen t depth hequ from the formula
hequ pi
-= i --,h VsH.
which is true for a constant resistivity
Section 2.2). From 8.3.7 we have
P2 h'
Pi h
I + (p2- pi) h'
pih
8.3.9
(see
hequ = I _ ~ =
h VsB. 8.3.10
Hence the relative error in hequ is
hequ P2 - Pi
--1--h' Pi PiÏVsH. 8.3.Il
(using 8.3.7 again). Thus if from observation
Pi ij VsB. were found to be 0.80 and if P were as-
sumed constant, we should compute hequjh = 0.20.
But if there were actually a stratification repre-
sen ted by the factor (p2 - pi) j Pi = 0.25, our
estimate would be greater than the actual depth
of current h' by 0.25 x 0.80 or 20%.
9. CONCLUSIONS
THE method of towed electrodes does not give a
direct measure of the surface velocity; the quantity
measured is - pi . AB, or the component of pi
in the direction of the electrodes. The current-
density i is related to the velocity v by the equation
Vcp = v A H - pi,
cP being the potential measured by stationary
electrodes. Only when there is good reason for
expecting 17 cP to be small can we assume that the
quantity measured equals - v A II . AB.
In general, V cP will be small when there is a
free return path for the flow of electric current.
Such a path may be supplied, for example, by the
sea bed or by deeper stationary layers of the ocean.
For a stream of width D in an ocean of depth h, the
condition that the sea bed shall form an effective
conducting path is that
p' j P -( -( D j h
where p' is a mean value for the resistivity of the
sea bed down to a depth of order D. The condition
that the lower layers of the ocean shall form a good
conducting path is that
V -(-( Vs
where Vs is the surface velocity and V the mean
velocity in a vertical line.
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The potential gradient at the surface also
vanishes identically in two other instances: a
circular upwelling (Figure 10) and a steady,
cylindrical rolling motion where the total trans-
port across each vertical plane is zero - e.g. the
transverse motion sometimes observed at the edge
of a strong surface stream or the upwelling along a
coast.
In tidal streams, however, the poten tial gradien t
does not vanish identically, unless the sea bed is
very highly conducting. On the contrary, if the
bottom is non-conducting and if the streams
extend uniformly to the bottom, towed electrodes
wil record zero signaL. In general, tidal streams
are more easily detected by moored electrodes.
The most important case for oceanographers is
perhaps that of surface streams in the deep ocean.
Fortunately, towed electrodes should then record
an electrical gradient VsHz very nearly. However,
the following errors, due to the form of the streams,
can be expected.
(a) a gradient - VHz, due to the finite depth
of water (Section 2.2).
(b) a gradient of order h Hz dV/dx due to the
horizon tal veloci ty -gradien t (Section 2.3).
(c) when the edge x = aofthestream is sharply
defined, a gradient of order Vs (I Hz I + I Hz I).
This is largest within a distance of order h' from
the edge, where h' is the depth of the stream near
x ¡= a (Chapter 5). At first it diminishes like
h' I i x-a I, but at greater distances it falls off
exponentially, like e-l x - a Ilk.
(d) a gradient of order VHz (p ai/h) due to the
conductivity of the sea bed. This extends to a
distance of order a either side of the stream, and
falls off with distance like a2/(x - a)2 (Chapter 6).
If the effect (d) happens to be negligible, the
largest error wil normally be that due to (a),
except in the vicinity of strong horizontal velocity-
gradients. Hence, if the true surface velocity is
known independently, for example by LORAN
fixes, an estimate of the mean velocity V can be
obtained (as in von Arx 1951). Such an estimate,
however, is very uncertain, being found from the
difference between two nearly equal quantities
VsHz and pix, both of which may be subject to
error. Estimates of the total transport of a current
based on equation 2+8 are liable to fewer
uncertain ties.
Among other possible sources of error, the rate
of change of the stream velocity with time is
unlikely to have any appreciable effect (Section
8.1). Variation of the conductivity of sea water
with depth wil not much alter the electrical po-
tential, but may have an important effect on
estimates of the mean depth and the total trans-
port (Section 8.3). The most important, and the
least predictable, source of error is that due to
natural earth-current potentials associated with
geomagnetic disturbances (Section 8.2). On mag-
netically disturbed days the earth-current gradient
may be equivalent to 5 knots or more of water
velocity; on quiet days, less than 0.1 knot. A daily
variation of perhaps 7i knot can be expected. A
thorough experimental investigation of natural
earth-currents in the sea appears desirable, and
observations should be confined to magnetically
quiet days, at least in coastal water.
The signal due to ocean waves is a maximum
when electrodes are towed parallel to the wave-
crests. It consists of two parts, due to the hori-
zontal and the vertical components of motion at
the surface. If the electrodes are towed at right-
angles to the wave-crests, supposing the crests are
very long and regular, there is theoretically no
signal, though in practice there will be a greater or
smaller signal corresponding to the irregularity
of the waves.
The wave signal is clearly recognisable on a
record and, moreover, being periodic, can easily be
suppressed by a suitable device (von Arx 1950).
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